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A M011er-Plesset energy functional (Lagrangian) which is variational in all variables (the 
Lagrange multipliers, the orbital rotation parameters, and the orbital energies) is constructed. 
The variational property ensures that the responses of the orbitals and orbital energies to order 
n in ~e~metric~l perturbations determine the energy derivatives to order 2n + 1. The Lagrange 
multIphers satIsfy the somewhat stronger 2n + 2 rule. The multipliers, orbital rotations, and 
or~ital energy responses are determined from coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock-type equations 
usmg an exponential parametrization of the orbitals. This ensures that the orbital rotations and 
energy responses are treated in the same way and calculated from a single set of linear 
equations. Explicit expressions for energy derivatives up to third order are derived for the 
second-order M011er-Plesset energy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

M011er-Plesset perturbation theory (MPPT) consti
tutes a simple and powerful technique for describing the cor
relation of closed-shell molecules dominated by a single elec
tronic configuration. In particular, the simple second-order 
M011er-Plesset (MP2) theory has proven to be successful. 
The MP2 molecular gradient was derived and implemented 
by Pople et al. 1 in 1979 using a generalized Fock-operator 
approach. An expression for the MP2 molecular Hessian 
was obtained in 1983 by J0rgensen and Simons,2 using a 
response function approach. Later MPPT developments 
have been expressed exclusively in the Fock-operator lan
guage. The MP2 molecular Hessian was implemented by 
Handy et ap.4 and Harrison et al.s in 1986 and has proven 
useful for analyzing fundamental harmonic vibrational fre
quencies.6 Two recent developments have been important 
for the efficient calculation of MPPT energy derivatives: the 
Handy-Schaefer technique 7 for reducing the number of cou
pled perturbed Hartree-Fock (CPHF) equations that must 
be solved, and the technique of Rice and AmosS for reducing 
the number of derivative integrals that must be transformed. 

The simplifications of Handy and Schaefer7 and Rice 
and AmosS were realized for the lowest derivatives and ob
tained after substantial reformulations of the original equa
tions. For higher derivatives this procedure becomes cum
bersome, and it is no longer clear how the above techniques 
should be applied in order to arrive at the most efficient 
equations. This paper presents an alternative derivation of 
MPPT energy derivatives, which automatically incorpo
rates the developments of Handy and Schaefer7 and Rice and 
AmosS to all orders, and reveals previously unrecognized 
structural features in the derivatives. 

We use the response function formalism9
•
10 to obtain 

our results, as this approach provides a clear insight into the 
structure of the MPPT energy derivatives. We determine the 
geometrical responses of the orbitals and orbital energies 
from CPHF-type equations. An exponential parametriza
tion of the orbitals ensures that an independent set of orbital 
variables is used. The responses of the orbitals and the orbital 
energies are treated in the same way and determined from a 
single set of linear equations. As a consequence an MPPT 

energy functional can be constructed which is variational in 
both the orbital rotations and the orbital energies. This ener
gy functional corresponds to the Lagrangian of the MPPT 
energy subject to the constraint that the orbital rotation and 
energy responses are determined from the CPHF-type equa
tions. The variational property of the Lagrangian ensures 
that the orbital rotation and energy responses to order n 
determine the energy derivatives to order 2n + 1. The La
grange multipliers are calculated from the same CPHF-type 
equations and satisfy the stronger 2n + 2 rule. The vari
ational property of the energy functional makes the Handy
Schaefer technique redundant as the derived expressions au
tomatically contain the least number of CPHF-type equa
tions. Our derivation shows that the Handy-Schaefer tech
nique has previously not been applied in a way that leads to 
the simplest final expressions. The structure of our expres
sions also shows clearly which integrals are required in the 
molecular orbital basis and which may be used directly in the 
atomic orbital basis. Explicit expressions are presented for 
the MP2 energy derivatives up to third order. 

The Lagrangian technique used in this paper has pre
viously been applied to configuration-interaction wave func
tions, 11 and in a less complete form to coupled-cluster wave 
functions. 10 Indeed, it can easily be applied to any computa
tional method whose electronic parameters are not varia
tionally determined. 

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we 
derive response equations and energy derivative expressions 
which are valid for variational energies in the form of a La
grangian. In Sec. III we show that MP2 energies can be writ
ten in this particular form, and in the remaining sections we 
apply the general expressions of Sec. II to the MP2 variation
al Lagrangian. Specifically, in Sec. IV we discuss the MP2 
response equations to first order, needed to calculate the 
MP2 energy derivatives to third order as described in Sec. V. 
Section VI contains some concluding remarks. 

II. ENERGY DERIVATIVES FOR VARIATIONAL ENERGY 
EXPRESSIONS 

In this section we provide some background for the de
velopments in the subsequent sections. First we briefly re-
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view the geometry dependence of the Hamiltonian. This is a 
general problem which has been discussed in many places, in 
particular we refer to Ref. to. Next we discuss the calcula
tion of energy derivatives from energy functionals which are 
variational in all electronic parameters. We consider the case 
where the energy functional has the form of a Lagrangian, as 
appropriate for nonvariational techniques such as MPPT. 

A. Hamiltonian geometry expansions 

The electronic Hamiltonian H(X) has a geometry de
pendence in the nuclear-electron term and in the finite nu
clear-fixed basis set. We assume that an orthonormal set of 
molecular orbitals {¢JP (Xo)} is known at the reference ge
ometry Xo: 

¢JP (Xo) = L c ~~)XI' (Xo) , (1) 
I' 

where C ~~) is the expansion coefficient for atomic orbital 
XI' (Xo)' At an arbitrary geometry X we introduce a set of 
orthonormal molecular orbitals (OMOs) 12 

",(X) =S-I/2(X)¢J(X), (2) 

where 

(3) 
I'V 

reduces to the unit matrix at the reference geometry. Ex
pressing the Hamiltonian in terms of the OMOs, we may 
expand the Hamiltonian in a Taylor series around the refer
ence geometry Xo\3: 

H(Xo + p) = H(O) + pH(1) + ! ppH(2) 

+ iPIIPH(3) + ... , (4) 

wherep = X - Xo, and H (i) denotes the ith derivative of the 
Hamiltonian at Xo' This expansion of the Hamiltonian may 
be used for any variational wave function. Following Ref. 10 
we write the Hamiltonian derivatives at the reference geome
try Xo as 
H(O)=H[O] , (5) 
H(I) = H[I] + (R (I), H[O]) , (6) 

H(2) = H [2] + 2(R (I), H [I]) + (R (2), H [0]) 

+ (R (I), R (I), H[O]) , (7) 
H(3) = H[3] + 3(R (I), H[2]) + 3(R (2), H[I]) 

+ (R (3), H[O]) + 3(R (I), R (I), H[I]) 

+ 3 (R (I), R (2), H [0]) + (R (I), R (I), R (I), H [0]) , 

(8) 

where 

and 

R (I) = -!S (I) , 

R (2) = _ !S(2) + !S(l)S(l) , 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

R (3) = _ !S(3) + ~S(l)S(2) + ~S(2)S(I) - S(l)S(l)S(1) • 

(12) 

InEq. (9) theoperatorsEpq are the generators of the unitary 
group, and in Eqs. (9)-( 12) the differentiated integrals 

hi/j = t; C~~)C~~) :;i <XI' (X) Ih 1(X) IXv (X» , (13) 

gpq
(i)rs = ~ C(O)C<O)C(O)C(O) L 

£.J PI' qv rA sO" a'Vi 
I'VAO" :A 

(15) 

are calculated at the reference geometry. hI (X) in Eq. (13) 
is the one-electron part of the Hamiltonian in the coordinate 
representation, and in Eq. (14) r l and r2 are the coordinates 
of electrons 1 and 2 and r12 = Irl - r 2 1. We have further used 
the notation (R (j), H [i]) to indicate thatthe Hamiltonian is 
calculated from the one-index transformed integrals 
{R (j) ,h (i)} pq and {R (j) ,g(i)} pqrs defined as 

{ R (j) h (i)} = ~ (R (j)h (i) + R (j)h (i») 
, pq £.J paaq qapa' (16) 

a 

{R (j) g(i)} = ~ (R (j)g(i) + R (j)g(i) 
, pqrs ~ pa aqrs qa pars 

a 

+ R (j)g{i) + R (j)g(i) ) ( 17) 
ra pqas sa pqra , 

where the summations are over the full set of molecular orbi
tals. Multiply one-index transformed Hamiltonians such as 
(R (j>, R (i), H(k» are symmetrized with respect to the or
der of the transformations. 

B. Energy derivatives of variational energy functions 

Assume that the electronic energy function W(X,t) de
pends on two sets of parameters: the molecular geometry X 
and the variational parameters t. The electronic energy has 
an explicit dependence on the geometry in the Hamiltonian 
and an implicit dependence in the variational parameters t. 
The variational parameters are determined by imposing the 
condition 

aW(X,t) =0 
at 

at all geometries X. 

(18) 

We divide the variational parameters into two sets: 

(19) 

and assume that the electronic energy depends linearly on ; 
and can be written in the form 

W(X,;".t) = E(X".t) + ;e(X".t) . (20) 

In the next section we show that the electronic energy for 
non variational techniques such as MPPT may be written in 
this form. The variational condition (18) then implies 
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aW(X,t,A.) = e(X,A) = 0, (21) 
at 

aW(X,t,A.) = aE(X,A) + t ae(X,A.) = 0 (22) 
aA aA aA 

which determine the implicit geometry dependence of t and 
A. Expanding E(X,A.) and e(X,A) in Taylor series in 
.:U. = A - A (0) around A (0) we obtain 

E(X,A) = E(X) + F(X).:U. + ~G(X)':u'':u' 
+ !K(X) .:U..:U..:U. + ... , (23) 

e(X,A) = e(X) + I(X).:U. + ~(X).:U..:U. 
+ Ak(X).:U..:U..:U. + .. , , (24) 

where the expansion coefficients depend explicitly on the 
geometry through the Hamiltonian. Differentiation of Eqs. 
(21) and (22) with respect to X at the reference geometry 
determines the variational response equations. We obtain to 
zeroth order 

e(O)=O, 

F(O) + t(O>j<O) = 0, 

(25) 

(26) 

and to first order 
e(l) + j<°)A (I) = 0 , (27) 

F(I) + G(O)A (I) + t(°>j<1) + t(O)gO)A (I) + t(l)j<°) = 0, 
(28) 

where superscripts (i) denote the ith derivatives with re
spect to the geometry. For clarity we have omitted the argu
ment Xo in the derivatives. Note that .:U. (i) = A (i). 

Differentiation ofEq. (20) at the reference geometry Xo 
determines the molecular energy, gradient, Hessian, and 
first anharmonicities as 

(29) 

W(1) = E(J) + (F(O) + t(0)j<°))A (I) + t(O)e(J) + t(1)e(O), 

(30) 

W(2) = E(2) + 2F(I)A (1) + G(O)A (1),1 (1) 

+ (F(O) + t(01(0»A (2) 

+ t(0)(e(2) + 2j<I)A (I) + gO)A (1),1 (I» 

+ 2t(l)(e(1) + 1(0),1 (I» + t(2)e(0) , (31) 

W(3) = E(3) + 3F(2)A (1) + 3G(I)A (1),1 (I) + K(O)A (1),1 (1),1 (J) + 3(F(1) + G(O)A (I) + t(0)j<1) + t(O)gO)A (I) + t(l>j<0»A (2) 

+ (F(O) + t(0)j<0))A (3) + t(0)(e(3) + 3j<2)A (I) + 3g1)A (1),1 (I) + k(O)A (1),1 (1),1 (I» 

These expressions may be simplified using the response 
equations (25)-(28): 

W(O) = E(O) , (33) 

W(l) = E(I) + t(O)e(l), (34) 

W(2) = E(2) + 2F(I)A (I) + G(O)A (1),1 (I) 

+ t(0)(e(2) + 2j<I)A (I) + gO)A (1),1 (I» , (35) 

W(3) = E(3) + 3F(2)A (I) + 3G(I)A (1),1 (I) + K(O)A (1),1 (1),1 (I) 

+ t(0)(e(3) + 3j<2)A (I) + 3g(l)A (1),1 (I) 

+ k (0),1 (J)A (1),1 (I» 

+ 3t(l)(e(2) + 2j'<I)A (I) +gO)A (1),1 (I». (36) 

For variational energy functions the nth derivatives of 
the variational parameters determine the energy derivatives 
to order 2n + 1. 14 Equations (33)-(36) are low-order ex
amples of this rule. Equation (35) also shows that t(1) van
ishes in W(2) since the terms multiplied by t (J) correspond to 
the first-order response equation (27). In general, in even
order derivatives W(2n) the terms containing t (n) vanish as 
they correspond to the nth-order response equation. Hence t 
obeys a 2n + 2 rule. 

In practice the response equations are solved to some 
preset accuracy, and the calculated derivatives contain er
rors which depend on this accuracy. In this respect expres-

(32) 

sions (29)-(32) and (33)-(36) differ. The more complicat
ed expressions (29)-(32) are completely variational, and 
the numerical errors in the derivatives are therefore quadrat
ic in the errors of the solutions of the response equations. 
Expressions (33)-(36) have been obtained by simplifying 
the variational expressions (29)-(32) using the response 
equations (25)-(28), and they are therefore accurate only 
to the extent that these response equations are fulfilled. Con
sequently, in Eqs. (33 )-( 36) the numerical errors are linear 
rather than quadratic in the errors of the solution vectors. 

The structure of the derivatives is clearly revealed in the 
expressions (33 )-( 36). Each derivative contains a contribu
tion (capital letters) which is identical to the one that would 
be obtained if E(X,A.) was variational in the parameters A. 
The nonvariational character of E(X,A.) is corrected for by 
adding the terms containing t(O) or t(l). In structure, these 
terms are similar to the variational derivative expressions for 
E(X,A) (capital letters replaced by small letters), and will 
be shown to correspond to the calculation of derivatives with 
modified densities. We discuss this point in more detail in 
Sec. V. 

III. THE MPPT ELECTRONIC ENERGY FUNCTION 

In this section we discuss the MP2 energy and show how 
it can be written in the form of a variational Lagrangian. 
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A. The MPPT electronic energy at the reference 
geometry 

M011er-Plesset perturbation theory uses the orbitals 
and orbital energies obtained from a closed-shell Hartree
Fock-Roothaan (HFR) calculation. The HFR (or canoni
cal) orbitals correspond to the eigenvectors of the inactive 
Fock matrix 15 

2iFpq = L (HFI[ap~,[aqq,H]]+IHF) =2Ep8pq , 
u 

(37) 

and the orbital energies correspond to the eigenvalues 

(38) 

where P pqrs are the Roothaan-Bagus supermatrix integrals 16 

P pqrs = gpqrs -lgprqs -lgpsrq . (39) 

We use indices pqrs to denote arbitrary (occupied or unoccu
pied) orbitals, ijkl to denote occupied orbitals, and abed to 
denote unoccupied orbitals. In Eq. (37) ap~ and aqq are the 
usual creation and annihilation operators for orbitals p and q 
with spin (7. They are related to the operators E pq of Eq. (9) 

as 

(40) 
0" 

where the summation is over spin. 
The diagonal form of the Fock matrix implies that the 

total energy is optimal since the gradient with respect to 
rotations between occupied and unoccupied orbitals is zero: 

L (HFI [ai~ ,[aaq,H]] +IHF) 
q 

= L (HFlai~aaqHIHF) 
0" 

L (HFI[ai~aaq,H]IHF) 
q 

(41) 

The diagonal form of the occupied-occupied and unoccu
pied-unoccupied blocks of the HFR Fock matrix is an addi
tional requirement on the orbitals which does not affect the 
total energy, but is necessary to define the orbital energies for 
the subsequent MPPT treatment. 

In MPPT we construct the Hamiltonian from the ca
nonical orbitals and decompose it into two pieces: 

H=F+ V, (42) 

where the Fock operator 

F= L EpEpp (43) 
p 

constitutes the zeroth-order Hamiltonian and 

V=! L gpqrs(EpqErs - 8qrEps) - 2 L Ppq;;Epq (44) 
pqrs pqi 

the fluctuation potential. The reference state IHF) together 
with all single, double, and possibly higher excitations from 
IHF) constitute the set of zeroth-order states. 

MPPT total energies are expressed in terms of integrals 
in the canonical basis and orbital energies. To second order 
(MP2) we obtain 

w= (HFIHIHF) + L (HFlVlu) (uIVIHF) , (45) 
u dEu 

where {Iu)} is the set of all doubly excited states such as 
a;!atzajaaia IHF} and the denominators are given by 

(46) 

B. The MPPT electronic energy at an arbitrary geometry 
An MP2 calculation at geometry X proceeds in the fol

lowing way. First an HFR calculation is carried out to deter
mine a set of canonical orbitals and orbital energies 

L (HF(X)I[a~(X),[aqC7(X),H(X)]] + IHF(X» 
C7 

(47) 

These orbitals and orbital energies are then used to calculate 
the MP2 energy from the expression 

W(X) = (HF(X) IH(X) IHF(X) ) 

+ L (HF(X) I VeX) lu(X» (u(X) I VeX) IHF(X» 

u d Eu (X) 

(48) 

Let us express the canonical conditions (47) and the MP2 
energy (48) in terms of the operators and states at the refer
ence geometry. The operators and states at geometry X and 
the reference geometry are related as9 

ap~ (X) exp( K)ap~ exp(K) , 

IHF(X» = exp( - K) IHF) , 

lu(X» = exp( - K) lu} , 

where 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

is the orbital rotation operator. To ensure a complete diagon
alization of the inactive Fock matrix (47) the operator K 

contains all possible rotations, also those that are redundant 
in energy optimizations. Inserting Eqs. (49) and (50) in Eq. 
(47) we obtain 

L (HFI [a;,[ aqu, exp(K)H(Xo +,u)exp( - K)]] +IHF) 
C7 

(53) 

which determines K and thus describes how the orbitals and 
orbital energies at X may be calculated from the orbitals at 
Xo. The MP2 energy at X is obtained by inserting Eqs. (50) 
and (51) in Eq. (48): 
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W(Xo+ll) = (HFlexp(K)H(Xo+ll)exp( -K)IHF) 

"" (HF lexp(K) V(Xo + Il)exp( - K) lu) (ulexp(K) V(Xo + Il)exp( - K) IHF) 
+~ , (54) 

u !1Eu (Il) 

where K satisfies Eq. (53). The MP2 molecular gradient, Hessian, and anharmonicities correspond to the derivatives of Eq. 
(54) where the orbital rotations and orbital energy responses are obtained from Eq. (53). This approach was taken in Ref. 2 to 
derive expressions for the MP2 molecular gradient and Hessian. 

C. The MPPT electronic energy Lagrangian 

The calculation of the MP2 energy at geometry X may be viewed in a slightly different way: We wish to optimize the MP2 
energy expression [Eq. (54) ] with respect to K and E subject to the constraint that K and E fulfill the canonical conditions [Eq. 
( 53) ]. This corresponds to an unconstrained optimization of the Lagrangian 

W(X,K,E,t) = (HFlexp(K)H(Xo+ll)exp( -K)IHF) 

+ L (HFlexp(K) V(Xo +Il)exp( -K)lu)(ulexp(K)V(Xo+ll)exp( -K)IHF) 
u !1Eu (Il) 

+ L ~pq[L (HFI[a~,[aqu,exp(K)H(Xo+ll)exp( -K»)]+IHF) -2Ep(Il){jpq] , 
p>q u 

(55) 

where one undetermined Lagrange mUltiplier ~pq is intro
duced for each constraint (53). The MP2 energy may thus 
be determined in an unconstrained optimization of 
W(X,K,E,~) with respect to K, E, and~. This Lagrangian is 
not useful for calculating the energy itself as the constraints 
are trivially handled by first determining the canonical orbi
tals and orbital energies [Eq. (47)], and then use these to 
calculate the energy. However, W(X, K,E,~) is very useful for 
calculating derivatives since the variational property implies 
that we can take full advantage of the simplifications that 
occur for variational wave functions. 11 In fact, the MP2 en
ergy Lagrangian has the structure of the energy function in 
Eq. (20) if we identify A as 

(56) 

We can therefore use the equations derived in Sec. III to 
arrive at the MP2 derivative expressions. 

IV. MP2 RESPONSE EQUATIONS 

In this section we derive the zeroth- and first-order MP2 
response equations by substituting the MP2 variational La
grangian of Sec. III in the general expressions for the re
sponse equations given in Sec. II. 

A. Zeroth-order response equations 

The zeroth-order equations for the orbital rotations and 
the orbital energies are obtained from Eq. (25): 

L (HF I [a;;, [a.u,H(O)] ] + IHF) - 2E~O){jrs = 0 . (57) 
u 

This equation is trivially satisfied since an HFR calculation 
has been carried out at Xo. At the reference geometry the 
orbital energies are the zeroth-order orbital parameters, and 
the zeroth-order orbital rotations vanish. 

The zeroth-order equations for the Lagrange multipli
ers (26) have two parts, corresponding to differentiation 
with respect to Ep: 

-L ({jpj+{jpj-{jpa-{jPb)I~O)I~O) -2~(O)=0 
u (!1E~O»2 pp 

(58) 

and to differentiation with respect to K rs ( r > s) : 

(HFI [E':; ,H(O)] IHF) + 2 L (HFI [E r~'~:O)] lu)I~O) 
u Eu 

+ L ~~) L (HFI [a~,[aqu,[E,:; ,H(O)]]] +IHF) = 0, 
p>q u 

(59) 

where we have used the notation 

(60) 

The first set of equations (58) determines the Lagrange mul
tipliers ~ ~~). Once these are known one can solve the linear 
set of equations (59) and obtain the remaining multipliers 
~~) (p > q). We now consider each of these equations in 
more detail. 

If we introduce the notation 

(61) 

the first set of equations (58) may be written as 

2~ ~~) = Z ~O) • (62) 

The calculation of Z ~O) is straightforward. 
The first term in Eq. (59) is zero as the HFR orbitals 

satisfy the Brillouin theorem. The second term becomes 
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2(HF I [E ;; , VIOl] IB (0» 

= 2( (HFI [E".,V(O)] IB(O» + (B(O)I [En,V(O)] IHF» , 
(63) 

where IB (0» is the state vector 
1(0) 

IB(O» = ~Iu) _u_. 
~ aE~O) 

(64) 

Equation (63) corresponds to an orbital gradient construct
ed from symmetrized transition densities. It may be calculat
ed from the generalized Fock matrix 

tP~~) = L «HF I a";; [asa , VIOl] IB (0» 

a 

+ (B (0) I a";; [ asa' V (0) ] IHF) ) (65) 

in the following way: 

2(HFI [E ,:;- ,VIOl] IB(O» = 2(tP~) - tP!~» . (66) 

The third term in Eq. (59) contains the matrix 

-A ~~ = L (HFI [a;!,[aqa , [ E;; ,H(O)]]] +IHF) 
a 

= 26 iF(O) - 26 iF(O) - 26 iF(O) + 26 iF (0) 
P. F P P ~ P P 

+ 8(v, - vs)P~~ , (67) 

where v, denotes the occupancy (lor 0) of orbital r in the 
HF state. Since the inactive Fock matrix iF(O) is diagonal [see 
Eq. (57)] we may write this matrix as 

A ~~ = Up,6qs(E~0) - E~O» + 8(vs - v,)P~~, (68) 

where we also have used the fact that in Eq. (59) p>q and 
r> s to simplify the expression. Equation (59) may now be 
written 

L ~ ~)A ~~ = 2(tP~) - tP!~» (r> s) (69) 
p>q 

which may be solved once ~ ~~) from Eq. (62) are known. 
For some purposes it is more convenient to think ofEqs. 

(62) and (69) as one set of linear equations. Augmenting 
A ~~~ with elements r = s we obtain 

; (O)A (0) = yO) , (70) 

pp alb ilj ai 

where 

(0) _ {Z~O), P = q (71) 

Ypq - 2(tP~)-tP~~», (p>q) 

The set of equations (70) has the structure indicated in Fig. 
1. The only nonvanishing elements of A (0) are the diagonal 
elements and the column vectors corresponding to unoccu
pied-occupied rotations. The diagonal elements of the pp 
block are equal to two and the remaining diagonal elements 
contain the terms 2 (E~O) - E~O». The unoccupied-occupied 
column vectors have the elements 8P ~~i' 

When solving Eq. (70) we first obtain explicit solutions 
for the variables 

(72) 

(73) 

;ijO) = rijO)/2(EiO) - EJO», (74) 

and then determine the multipliers ; ~?) from a coupled set of 
equations containing ; ~~), ; ~~), and; ijO). 

B. First-order response equations 

The first-order variational parameters are calculated 
from Eqs. (27) and (28). First K(1) and E'I) are determined 
from Eq. (27) which represents a set of CPHF-type equa
tions. Equation (28) determines the Lagrange multipliers 
;(1) once K(1) and E'I) are known. 

1. Coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock equations 

Let us first consider the calculation of,(1) and E'I). Using 
Eq. (55) we may write the response equations (27) as 

L (HF I [a;!, [aqa ,H(1)] ] + IHF) 
a 

+ L (HF I [a;!, [aqa , [K(1),H (0) 1] ] + IHF) 
a 

(75) 

The first term in this equation is equal to twice the inactive 
Fock matrix constructed from the integrals of H(1): 

FIG. 1. The structure ofthe zeroth-order Lagrange multiplier equations. The only nonvanishing elements of the matrix are the diagonal elements and the 
elements of the column vectors corresponding to unoccupied-<JCCupied (ai) rotations. 
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p p o >b i > j oi 

E~) 2iF~~1 

Xll1 
ob 2iF~~ 

X 11 .1 
I) 

21F8) 

X I1 ). 
01 

2iF~1) 

FIG. 2. The structure of the first-order canonical response equations. The 
matrix is the same as in the zeroth-order Lagrange multiplier equations in 
Fig. 1, but the vectors are multiplied from the right rather than the left. 

q 

Using Eqs. (67), (68), and (76) we may now write Eq. (75) 
as 

(77) 

which is a set oflinear equations ofthe structure in Fig. 2: 

A (O)A, (I) = 2iF(i) (78) 

whereA (0) is the same matrix as in Eq. (70). Note that A (0) is 
not symmetric, and that the solution is multiplied from the 
right in Eq. (78) but from the left in Eq. (70). 

To solve Eq. (78) we first determine K~:) from the occu
pied-unoccupied block in Fig. 2: 

'" A (0) (I) - 2iF ~ aibjKbj - ai . (79) 
bj 

and differentiation with respect to K rs (r > s) : 

These are simply the first-order SCF response equations in 
the canonical basis. Once the unoccupied-occupied orbital 
rotations K~:) have been determined, Eq. (77) provides ex
plicit expressions for the occupied-occupied K~/) and unoc
cupied-unoccupied K~~) components of K~!), as well as for the 
orbital energies E~ 1): 

K~~) = eF~~) - 4 L P~~~kK~I»/(E~O) - EbO) , (81) 
ck 

E(I) = iF (I) _ 4 '" P (0) K(I) p pp ~ ppck ck . (82) 
ck 

Note the similarity ofthe equations for K~/) and K~~). 
Equations (79) correspond to the coupled perturbed 

Hartree-Fock equations of Gerratt and Mills l7 in an inde
pendent parametrization. The use of independent variables 
simplifies the structure of the equations and makes general
izations to higher orders easier. 

2. First-order Lagrange multiplier responses 

Like the zeroth-order equations (26), the first-order 
Lagrange multiplier equations (28) have two parts, corre
sponding to differentiation with respect to Ep: 

L 
(Opi +opj -opa -opb)V~l)I~O) 

-2 
u (aE~0»2 

L 
(Opi +opj -opa -opb)I~O)I~O)aE~l) 

+2 
u (aE~0»3 

L 
(Opi + Opj - opa - Opb) (HF 1 [Kl), V(O)] lu)I ~O) 

-2 
u (aE~0»2 

- 2fo (l) = 0 
~ pp (83) 

(HFI[E- H(I)]IHF) +2'" (HFI[E,:;,V(O)]lu)V~l) +2'" (HFI[Er-;,V(l)]lu)I~O) 
rs , ~ aE~O) ~ aE~O) 

( I[ 
- (I) (0)]1 ) L(HFI[Er-;'K(l),V(O)]lu)I~O) L(HFI[Er-;,V(O)]lu)(UI[KI),V(O)]IHF) 

+ HF E rs ,K ,H HF + 2 + 2 
u aE~O) u aE~O) 

-2'" (HFI[E,:;,V(O)]lu)I~O)aE~l) + '" fo(O)", (HFI[a+ [a [E- H(l)]]] IHF) 
~ (A (0»2 ~ ~pq ~ pu' qa' rs' + 

u uEu p>q a 

+ L (;~) L (HFI [a~,[ aqq,[E r-; ,KJ),H(O)]]] +IHF) + L {;~/ L (HFI [ap~,[ aqq , [E,:; ,H(O)]]] +IHF) = 0, 

where 

pq q p~ q 

(85) 

(84) 

second set (84) determines (; g) (p > q). The equations must 
be solved in the order written, and after A, g) have been ob
tained from the first-order equations (78). 

The first set of equations (83) determines (; ~!), while the 
Let us consider the two sets of equations (83) and (84) 

in greater detail. If we introduce the notation 
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we may write Eq. (83) as 

2,..(1) = Z(I) 
'::> pp p' 

where 

[ 

{j /(0)/(1) 
Z(I) = _ 2 ~ ki u u 

k £.. (~£(0»2 
Z (I) _ u u 

p - (0) (I) 

Z(I)=2~ {jca/u /u 
c ~ (AE~0»2 

(86) 

(87) 

(88) 

Note that this corresponds closely to the evaluation of ~ ~~) 
from Eq. (62). The integrals / ~ 1) will be used several times 
in the following, for the calculation of both the molecular 
Hessian and the first anharmonicities. 

The second set of equations (84) may be written as 

L ~ ~)A ~~s = r~) (r>s), (89) 
p>q 

where r~) is given by 

r~) = (HF I [E'; ,H(I) + [~I),H(O)1] IHF) + L ~~) L 
p>q q 

x (HF I [a;', [aqq , [E ,; ,H(I) + [~I),H(O)] ] ] + IHF) 

+2 ~ (HFI [E,;,V(I) + [~I),V(O)1]lu)/~O) 
~ AE~O) 

+2 (HFI[E,;,V(O)]lu)/~\) 

~ AE~O) 
+ ~ (HFI [[E'; ,K(1)],V(O)] lu)/~O) 

~ AE~O) 
(90) 

The set of equations (89) is identical to the equations for the 
zeroth-order Lagrange multipliers (69), except that 1"1) re
places rOl

• 

As in the zeroth-order case we may combine Eqs. (87) 
and (89) into one set of equations 

(91 ) 

where r~!) = Z ~ 1). These equations have the structure of the 
zeroth-order equations depicted in Fig. 1, and may be solved 
using the same techniques. We conclude this section by brief
ly discussing the evaluation of r~), referring to Ref. 10 for 
more details. 

The first contribution to r~l) in Eq. (90) becomes 

(HFI [E'; ,H(1) + [~I),H(O)]] IHF) 

= 2(HFI[E,..,H[t] + (R(1)+~I),H(O)>]IHF), (92) 

where we have used Eq. (6). The firstterm in Eq. (92) may 
be calculated from an inactive Fock matrix constructed from 
differentiated integrals: 

2(HFI [E,..,H[tI] IHF) = 4(vr - vs)iF!~I. (93) 

The second term may be calculated from an inactive Fock 
matrix where the integrals have been one-index transformed 
by R (1) + ~I). More details about the calculation of inactive 
Fock matrices from one-index transformed integrals can be 
found in Ref. 10. 

The second term in Eq. (90) has the structure of Eq. 
(67) with H(O) replaced by the effective Hamiltonian 

(94) 

Considering ~ ~) as a symmetric matrix and assuming r> s, 
we obtain using Eqs. (67) and (94) 

L ~~) L (HFI [a;', [ aqq ,[ E,; ,HefI']]] +IHF) 
p>q q 

+ 2(~~?) - ~<;;»iFe: + 8 L ~~)P;::rs' (95) 
p>q 

where superscript effindicates that the inactive Fock matri
ces and Roothaan-Bagus integrals are calculated from the 
integrals of the Hamiltonian Hell'. Hence the second term in 
Eq. (90) may be evaluated from the inactive Fock matrix 
and the P supermatrix calculated from the integrals of the 
effective Hamiltonian Hell'. 

The third contribution to Eq. (90) is identical to Eq. 
(63) except that the operator VIOl is replaced by 

veil' = VII) + (R (I) + ~I), VIOl) . (96) 

It may therefore be evaluated from the generalized Fock 
matrix (65) as in Eq. (66), replacing V(Ol by veil' in the calcu
lation. 

The fourth term in Eq. (90) may also be calculated from 
the generalized Fock matrices of Eq. (65). However, in this 
case the Fock matrices are calculated from the operator V(Ol 

and the transition densities between the states 

/ (I) 

IB(I) = ~ lu) _u_ 
~ AE~O) 

and the Hartree-Fock state. 
To evaluate the last term in Eq. (90) we note that 

[E'; ,,(1)] = L K~) [E'; ,E;; ] 
p>q 

(97) 

= L K~)(E;; {jps - E;; {jrq + E p-; {j.q - E; {jrp) • 
p>q 

(98) 

The last term may therefore easily be evaluated using Eq. 
(63). 

V. MP2 ENERGY DERIVATIVES 

The general expressions for Lagrangian energy deriva
tives are given in Eqs. (34 )-( 36). Combining these with the 
MP2 energy Lagrangian (55) we obtain explicit expressions 
for the molecular gradient 

+ L ~~) L (HFI [a;',[ aqq ,H(1)]] +IHF) , 
p>q q 

(99) 
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the molecular Hessian 

W(2) = (HFIK(2)IHF) 

/(2)/(0) /(1)/(1) 
~ u u 2~ u u 

+ 2 ~ ~.€~O) + ~ ~e~O) 

+ L t~) L (HFI [ap;,[aqU ,K(3)]] +IHF) 
p>q u 

+ 3 L tJ,!) L (HFI [a~,[aqU,K(2)]]+IHF). 
p>q u (101) 

In these expressions we have used the notation 

and 

K(2) = H(2) + 2[~1),H(l)] + [~1),K(l),H(O)] , 

K(3) = H(3) + 3[~1),H(2)] + 3[~1),~1),H(I)] 
(102) 

( 103) 

/~2) = (HFI V(2) + 2[K(I),V(1)] + [K(I),K(I),V(O)] lu), 
( 104) 

/ ~3) = (HF I VO) + 3 [K(I), V(2)] + 3 [K(l),~1), V(I)] 

+ [K(J),~1),K(l),V(O)]lu) (105) 

to simplify the expressions. We note that all derivatives con
tain three kinds of contributions arising from (i) the Har
tree-Fock expectation value, (ii) the MP2 energy correc
tion, and (iii) the Lagrange multipliers. It is not our purpose 
to discuss the calculation of all terms in full detail. Rather we 
discuss some general features of the expressions. 

All MP2 energy derivatives contain contributions from 
the Hartree-Fock derivatives. For example, using Eqs. (6) 
and (7) we find that 

(HFIH(1)IHF) = (HFIH[I)IHF) + 2 Tr R(1)F[O) , (106) 

(HFIK(2)IHF) 

= (HFIH[2)IHF) + 4 Tr(R (1) + K(l»F[I) 

+ 2 Tr R (2)F[0) + 2 Tr R (l)(R (I>,F[O) 

+2Tr~1)(~1),F[0) +4Tr~1)(R(l),F[0), (107) 

where in the closed-shell SCF case the generalized Fock ma
trix l8 F[n) is related to the inactive Fock matrix iF[n) as 

F[n) = 2v iF[n) pq p pq (108) 

(iF [n)is the inactive Fock matrix calculated from H [n). In 
deriving the above expressions (106) and (107) we have 
used the relationships 10 

( 109) 

( 110) 

and the notation (A,F[n) indicates that the Fock matrix is 
calculated from the one-index transformed integrals of 
(A,H[n). 

The calculation ofthe expressions ( 106) and ( 107) has 
been discussed many places. 10 We note that the expectation 
values (HFIH[l)IHF) and (HFIH[2)IHF) as well as all 
Fock matricesF[O),F[I), (R (I), F[O), and (~1), F[O) can be 
calculated in the AO basis, so that no two-electron integral 
transformation is needed for the calculation of 
(HFIH(l)IHF) and (HFIK(2)IHF). The same is true for 
(HFIK(3)IHF), although no details are given here. 

The terms containing Lagrange multipliers may be 
treated in a similar way. For example, the molecular gradi
ent contains the contribution 

~ r (O)iF[I) = ~ y(O)h (I) + ~ y(O)P(I). 
L ~ pq pq L pq pq L pq pqll' (111) 
p>q pq pqi 

where P (1) are the first-derivative Roothaan-Bagus inte-pqrs 

grals and Y ~~) are effective densities 

{
~t~), p>q 

y~) = t~), p=q. 

!t ~~>, p <q 

( 112) 

It is clear that Eq. (111) can be calculated simultaneously 
with 

(HFIH[I)IHF) = LDpqhJ,!) + LDpqPJ,!li (113) 
pq pqi 

in the AO basis. 8 In general we may always calculate terms 

such as ~ r (m)iF(n) simultaneously with the calculation of ~ pq pq p>q 
the expectation value (HF IH (n) IHF). For example, by 
constructing 3N (N is the number of nuclei) effective densi
ties one may calculate the last contribution to the anharmon
icities W(3) of Eq. (101) in parallel with the contribution 
(HF IK(2)IHF) to the Hessian ofEq. (100), as described in 
Eq. (107). 

The remaining terms are those containing summations 
over intermediate states I u). In order to calculate these 
terms we note that 

~ gi~~kia~ 
- 4- ,,(0) _ ,,(0) + ,,(0) _ e(O) 

,alb ~i t;;a t;;j b 

ken) (m) 
~ iajbgiajb 

= 4- ,,(0) _ ,,(0) + e(O) _ e(O) , 
,alb t;;i -';;a ) b 

where 

k (m) - 2 (m) _ (m) 
iajb - giajb gibja 

(114) 

(115) 

which shows that one must always combine g integrals with 
k integrals, although what particular set of integrals is cho
sen for v(n) and Vern) is unimportant. We may therefore in 
each case let this choice be dictated by computational con
venience. 
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Most of the terms containing summations over interme
diate states may be calculated by constructing effective den
sities. For example, the second contribution to the molecular 
gradient may be written 

V(l)/(O) 

2~ U U =2(HF\V(I)IB(0) (116) 
..;- 4E~0) 

where IB (0» is defined in Eq. (64). This term may be calcu
lated in the AO basis, having transformed the transition den
sities to the contravariant (backtransformed) representa
tion. In this way, transformation of the derivative 
two-electron integrals to the MO basis is avoided. Note that 
although the first-derivative integrals contribute to each of 
the three terms in the gradient expression (99), by con
structing the appropriate contravariant effective densities 
there is no need to store those integrals on disk or transform 
them to the MO representation. 8 Also, by comparing the 
expressions for WIt), W IZI, and W(3) we see that exactly the 
same densities may be used to calculate all contributions 
from second-derivative integrals in W(2) and third-derivative 
integrals in W(3). 

It remains to discuss the third term in the expression for 
the Hessian (100) and the third and fourth terms in the 
anharmonicities (101). All of these contain / ~ I), the con
struction of which requires the transformation offirst-deriv
ative integrals to the MO basis. From / ~ t) the third term in 
the Hessian and the fourth term in the anharmonicities are 
easily calculated. The final third contribution to the anhar
monicities is calculated by constructing 3N densities be
tween IHF) and IB(J» [see Eq. (97)}. This requires the 
transformation of 3N sets of densities to the contravariant 
AO representation, but avoids the transformation of second
derivative integrals to the MO basis. 

Let us summarize. The calculation of the gradient W(t) 
requires the solution of one set of equations to determine; (O). 

First-derivative integrals are needed in the AO basis only. 
To calculate the Hessian W(2) we must determine K(I) and 

ttl), but the first-order Lagrange multipliers; (I) are not need
ed according to the 2n + 2 rule. Second-derivative integrals 
are needed in the AO basis only, but first-derivative integrals 
must be transformed to the MO basis. 

To calculate the first anharmonicities W(3) we must in 
addition solve the first-order Lagrange multiplier equations 
to determine ;(1). No transformation of second- and third
derivative integrals to the MO basis is required. Instead one 
must transform 6N sets of effective densities to the contra
variant AO representation. 

We note that the need for transformations of two-elec
tron integrals to the MO basis follows a 2n + 1 rule: To cal
culate the gradient it is sufficient to transform undifferen
tiated integrals to the MO basis, while no higher than 
first-derivative MO integrals are needed to calculate the mo
lecular Hessian and first anharmonicities. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have derived through third-order molecular energy 
derivatives for the second-order M,dler-Plesset energy func
tion. This is achieved by constructing an MP2 Lagrangian 
where the orbital parameters, the orbital energies, and the 

Lagrange multipliers are variationally determined. The orbi
tal rotations and orbital energy responses through order n in 
the geometry determine the molecular derivatives through 
order 2n + 1, and the Lagrange multipliers satisfy a 2n + 2 
rule. The orbital rotations and the orbital energy responses 
are determined from CPHF-type equations where an expo
nential parametrization ensures that the orbital variables are 
independent. The orbital rotation parameters and the orbital 
energies are treated in the same way and are obtained from a 
single set of CPHF equations. The Lagrange multipliers are 
determined from a similar set of equations. 

The MP2 derivative expressions are obtained without 
using the Handy-Schaefer technique7 to eliminate higher
order orbital responses. Rather, the simplifications possible 
through this technique occur automatically through all or
ders. The linear equations for the Lagrange multipliers cor
respond to those introduced when the Handy-Schaefer tech
nique is used in an optimal way to reduce the number of 
higher-order CPHF equations. 

Previous treatments3
-

5 of MP2 gradients and Hessians 
do not use an independent set of variables to describe the 
orbital rotations and energies, and the set oflinear equations 
used to eliminate higher-order responses contains only the 
unoccupied-occupied part of the orbital parameters. As a 
result the Handy-Schaefer technique has not been applied to 
the set of equations that gives the simplest expressions. 

The structure of the MP2 energy derivatives is such that 
the calculation of the 2n + 1 st derivatives only requires de
rivative integrals to order n in the MO basis. The terms con
taining the higher-order derivative integrals can be calculat
ed in the AO basis by transforming the appropriate 
transition density matrices to the contravariant AO repre
sentation. This is a generalization of the result of Rice and 
AmosS who showed that no derivative integrals are required 
in the MO basis for the calculation of MP2 gradients. 
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